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Abstract. New coils were installed inside the vacuum vessel of the DIII-D device for producing nonaxisymmetric magnetic fields. These “ Internal-Coils” are predicted to stabilize the Resistive Wall Mode
(RWM) branch of the long-wavelength external kink mode with plasma beta close to the ideal wall limit.
Feedback using these new Internal-Coils was found to be more effective when compared with using the
External-Coils located outside the vacuum vessel, because the location inside the vessel allows faster response
and their geometry also couples better to the helical mode structure. A proper choice of feedback gain increased
the plasma beta above the no-wall limit to C  0.9, where C is a measure of achievable beta above no-wall
limit defined as (-no-wall.limit)/(ideal.wall.limit–no.wall.limit). The feedback system with Internal-Coils
can suppress the RWM up to the normalized growth rate w ~ 10 ( w is the resistive flux penetration time of
the wall). The feedback-driven dynamic error field correction helps to stabilize the RWM by reducing the
rotational drag for rot > crit, where rot is the angular rotation frequency of plasma and crit is the critical
value for the rotational stabilization. When  rot < crit/2, the feedback system must stabilize the RWM
~
mainly through direct magnetic control of the mode. The estimated crit/A is  2.5% by the MARS-F code
analysis with experimentally observed profiles, where A is the Alfvén angular rotational frequency at q = 2
surface. The MARS-F code also predicts that for successful RWM magnetic feedback control the power supply
characteristic time should be a fraction of the growth time of the targeted RWM.

1. Introduction
A steady-state, high performance tokamak operation, relying on the self-generated
bootstrap current, called Advanced Tokamak [1], is a primary goal of tokamak fusion
research aimed at an economically attractive fusion energy source. Both fusion power and
bootstrap current are increased with increasing plasma pressure. Ideal MHD theory predicts
that a nearby perfectly conducting wall would allow tokamak operation with high pressure
plasmas well above the no wall limit. However, due to the finite resistivity of the first wall,
these high pressure plasmas can only be sustained for a short period of time before the
resistive wall mode (RWM) is excited, leading to plasma pressure collapse. This RWM is
characterized by a frequency and growth rate comparable to the inverse of the resistive flux
penetration time of the wall, 1
w . According to the MHD theory [2–5], the vulnerability of
the self-sustained configuration to the long-wavelength ideal external kink can be overcome
by plasma rotation and/or magnetic feedback with non-axisymmetric coils assisted by a finite
resistance wall. Various codes, such as 2D-, and 3D-MHD codes as well as lumped parameter
models, have been developed to assess the feasibility of RWM stabilization [6–10].
In the DIII-D the stabilization experiment with non-axisymmetric coils located outside
the vacuum vessel, the “External-coil (C-coils)”[11–13], demonstrated that the RWM can be
stabilized by sustained high plasma rotation frequency (rot > crit) with dynamic error field
correction and/or direct magnetic feedback. Here  rot and  crit are the plasma angular
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rotational frequency and the critical angular rotation frequency for the rotational stabilization
respectively, both measured at the at q = 2 surface.
New non-axisymmetric field producing coils, called the “Internal-coils (I-coils)” [14]
have been installed inside the DIII-D vacuum and, as we report here, were found to be more
effective and efficient when compared with the C-coils located outside the vacuum vessel.
With the new I-coils plasma discharges with N close to ideal-wall limit have been achieved.
The parameter N is defined as /(Ip/aBt), where  is the plasma pressure normalized by the
magnetic pressure, a is the plasma minor radius, Ip is the plasma current and Bt is the toroidal
field. The poloidal pattern flexibility of I-coil has greatly improved the understanding of the
plasma response with the non-axisymmetric fields such as in Resonant Error field
Amplification (RFA). In the RFA process, the poloidal mode structure of a weakly stable
mode, such as the rotationally stabilized RWM near or above the no-wall limit, responds
strongly to the resonant component of an externally applied non-axisymmetric field [15,16].
Recently, application of an active MHD spectroscopy technique has increased the detail
knowledge of the RFA process [17].
2. Hardware of Feedback with Internal Feedback Coils (I-coils)
Internal Coils (I-coils)
The new internal coils consist of two
bands of six coils located above and below
the midplane at the outer major radius side
as shown schematically in Fig. 1. Each Icoil is a window frame water-cooled single
turn coil located 1.5 cm from the vacuum
vessel and protected by carbon tiles.
Compared with the previous external six
C–coils located on the midplane, the
internal coils are in close proximity to the
plasma surface and, with their more flexible
poloidal field structure, prove better at
BP Sensors
coupling to the RWM. In addition, feedback
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of DIII-D magnetic
with the I-coils reduces the phase shift of
feedback hardware.
the feedback field due to the finite
impedance of the wall, resulting in a
faster time response. More than 50 poloidal field probes and radial flux loops are
installed inside and outside the vacuum vessel with analog integrators providing magnetic
fields and fluxes rather than the associated time-derivative signals. The feedback logic is
provided by a digital control system. In the feedback logic the sensor signals are decomposed
to n=1 component amplitude and toroidal phase, and the coil currents are energized assuming
that the mode remains as a unit body of n=1 structure. Effectively the system can be viewed
as a single-input and single-output SISO system. The I-coils are designed for up to 7 kA. The
feedback coil current is driven by 3.5 kHz switching power amplifiers, for which the
maximum current is 5 kA. Based on C-coil experience [11], the internal poloidal field sensors
are best suited for the feedback signal, since these probes detect the RWM behavior without
vacuum wall shielding as compared to the Br loops.

2.1. Predicted I-coil Performance with VALEN Code
The VALEN code [7] has been developed to calculate RWM growth rates for
configurations which model the complex three-dimensional hardware geometry as
realistically as possible. The advantage of internal I-coils is demonstrated as shown in Fig. 2
with the dependence of the growth rate w without plasma rotation plotted versus C with
and without feedback (w= 5 ms is used based on the dominant vacuum vessel eigenvalue),
where C is a measure of achievable beta above no-wall limit defined as ( - nowall.limit)/(ideal. wall.limit-no.wall.limit). The feedback power supply is modeled as an ideal
2
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VALEN 3-Dτ w = 5 ms
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FIG. 2. VALEN code prediction of growth rate
without plasma rotation versus C with and without
feedback (w is 5 ms based on the vacuum vessel
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Recent experiments have revealed
several advantages of the internal I-coils.
One of them is the optimization of resonant
error field compensation by using dynamic
error field correction. Dynamic error field
correction is a process that utilizes slow
feedback operation applied as N increases
above no-wall limit. The sensors detect the
resonantly enhanced amplitude of the
rotationally stabilized RWM as it is excited
by the error field, and the controller tries to
minimize that mode amplitude. In the
process, the resultant coil current is the
current needed for correcting the component
of the error field resonant to a given RWM
structure.

Ideal kink
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3. Rotational Stabilization at rot >crit
3.1 Error Field Correction

No Feedback
External C-coils
Internal I-coils

Ideal Wall Limit

voltage source with infinite bandwidth. The
coils are controlled using voltage feedback.
The model predicts with the new I-coils, the
achievable C can be drastically improved,
approaching the ideal wall limit (C > 0.9).
In contrast, the achievable N with the
previous external C-coils was predicted to
be limited to 50% of the ideal wall limit (C
= 0.5). The capability of growth rate control
with the I-coils is predicted to be improved
by more than ten times from w  1.5 to
above 15.
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No feedback
Gain = 0.025

The improved error field matching of
= 0.05
the poloidal spectrum is made possible by
= 0.075
varying the relative connection angle,
= 0.1
0.0
connect, between the upper and lower I100 200 300 400 500
coils. The current required by the feedback
Connection angle (deg.)
system reaches a minimum with a
FIG. 3. (a) I-coils current magnitude and toroidal
connection angle of connect = 240°–300°,
phase of feedback versus connection angle connect
due to the better coupling between the
between upper and lower coils (b) The MARS prediction for the feedback growth rate versus connection
RWM structure with the externally applied
angle connect (the gain is unnormalized).
field [14]. The optimized connection angle
around connect = 240°–300° [Fig. 3(a)] is
consistent with predictions for optimal coupling to the RWM [Fig. 3(b)], made with VALEN,
NMA, and MARS codes [10,18,19]
3.2

Rotational Stabilization

In the high rotation regime (rot > crit), the effect of rotational stabilization can be
demonstrated by turning off the feedback process for a short time period. The discharge
shown in Fig. 4 is a C  0.4 plasma with large plasma current ramp which creates a plasma
configuration above the no-wall limit requiring only modest neutral beam heating power. The
main error field correction was made by the external C-coils while the I-coils are used to
provide RWM feedback stabilization as well as further fine tuning of the error field
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3.0
correction. Feedback with the I-coils was
Feedback
2.4 li
βN
off
initiated at 1300 ms. The discharge initially
0.0 estimate of no-wall limit
started with the plasma rotation  rot/A 
Ωrot
3.0
Ωalfven (%)
1% feedback
2% and C 0.3–0.4 (A is defined as the
on
(q=2) 0.0
Alfvénic velocity divided by the major
Feedback 5.0
radius at the q=2 surface).The relatively
Current
(kA) —5.0
quiet period at relatively high rot/A
n=1 40.0
growth
around 1300–1400 ms represents the phase
time
Amplitude
stable
≈ 4ms
midplane
of rotational stabilization. To examine the at (gauss)
0.0
1400
1500
1300
1200
stabilization status, the feedback was turned
Time (ms)
off at 1350 ms for 10 ms. The plasma
FIG. 4. The RWM onset with pulsed gating of the
response was minimal with an increase in
magnetic feedback: (a)  N, (b) plasma rotation
n=1 amplitude of less than 5 G on the Bp
relative to the Alfvén velocity, (c) a feedback coil
sensors, showing that at this time in the
current (IU30), and (d) the n=1 Bp amplitude.
discharge the rotation is sufficient to
stabilize the RWM. Feedback-controlled error field correction with the I-coils has sustained
discharges above the no-wall limit for more than one second [14].
4. Direct Magnetic Feedback RWM Stabilization at rot < crit

Direct magnetic feedback control with the I-coils is expected to be the primary means for
maintaining stability well below the critical rotation angular frequency crit. The magnetic
feedback stabilization has been investigated with 3 approaches:(1) gating off the feedback at
low plasma rotation, (2)producing the near-zero rotation condition with active n=1 resonant
braking and (3) exploring high C at lower rotation in comparison with  crit predicted by
MARS-F.
4.1. Direct Magnetic Feedback Study
A demonstration of direct feedback as shown by gating off the feedback is seen in the
same discharge that was discussed in Section 3.2 (Fig. 4). The plasma discharge was
maintained after the feedback was gated off at t=1350 ms but, the plasma rotation was
gradually decreased presumably due to the viscous damping by the small, but non-zero,
amplitude of RWM activity. When the feedback was turned off again at 1450 ms at reduced
rotation level rot/A =1.2%–1.3%, the n=1 amplitude increased rapidly with the growth
time of 4 ms and the amplitude reached 30 G. When feedback was resumed 10 ms later, the
discharge could not be recovered simply due to the large mode amplitude. These results
indicate that the critical plasma rotation rot/A is around 1.3%–1.7% and that below this
critical value magnetic feedback stabilization is required to maintain the discharge.
Another study of direct feedback control stabilization was the use of a near-zero rotation
plasma produced by applying magnetic braking resonant on the n=1 RWM structure. Figure 5
shows a case where strong magnetic braking reduced the plasma rotation to essentially zero,
over the outer half of the minor radius, where all of the n=1 rational surfaces are located.
With I-coil feedback control, this discharge survives for >100 ms after the rotation is reduced. A discharge without feedback becomes unstable even with higher rotation and lower
.
4.2. Higher C Achievement at Lower Plasma Rotation
Higher C can be achieved at lower plasma rotation using I-coils. Achievable C is
summarized with representative shot trajectories vs. rotation at the q2 surface as shown in
Fig.6. All trajectories are from discharges similar to the one shown in Fig. 4. These traces are
all with I-coils except the one marked with C-coil and the one with no feedback. The
marginal stabilization critical boundary in the absence of feedback using MARS-F code is
shown by the dotted line. The marginal stability criterion is typical for this type of discharge
condition, not for a specific shot, and qualitatively describes the marginal stability. Without
feedback, a discharge is terminated below the estimated critical rotation [trajectory (a)]. With
4
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FIG. 5. Feedback stabilizes the RWM with the plasma rotation reduced to nearly zero over the outer
half minor radius by n=1 resonant braking (red curves). A comparison case without feedback is
unstable even with higher rotation and lower beta (blue curves). (Plasma velocity is measured by
change exchange recombination light of impurity ions.)
1.0

MARS prediction (a) 114817

ideal wall
(b2)
feedback a proper choice of gains increased
(b1) 114819
Unstable Stable
limit
(b2) 120290
the plasma beta to C  0.8, [trajectories (b1),
(c) 114340
(b1)
(b2)], even when the plasma rotation is
(d) 106196
Cβ
gradually reduced well below the predicted
critical rotation. The trace (b1) was terminated MARS /VALEN
by a fast RWM. The shot (b2) reached higher prediction
C-COIL
Time
(c)
(d)
Cwith even lower rotation (30km/s, kink with realistic
¯zero
power supply
(a)
with the growth time of 100–150 µ s at for zero rotation rotation
˚˚˚˚no
corresponding to  0.4% of A) and was terfeedback
no wall
minated by a fast growing 10 kHz oscillation,
limit 0.00.0
50
100
150
Rotation (km/s)
at which frequency the wall should act as an
(β n − β nno.wall )
ideal wall. With external C-coils, such high
Cβ =
C was not achieved with reduced rotation
(βideal.wall
− βno.wall
)
n
n
level such as rot/A  0.5%. The excitation
of such a fast growing oscillatory mode FIG. 6.Discharge trajectories, (a) no-feedback,
indicates the stability condition is approaching (b)high C, (c) zero rotation with n=1 resonant
braking, and (d) with C-coils.
to the ideal kink branch. A trajectory of the
best performance with C-coil feedback is included for comparison [trajectory (d)]. I-coil
feedback produced higher plasma pressure when compared to the C-coils even when the
plasma rotation was significantly reduced. The plasma rotation with nearly zero by resonant
n=1 magnetic braking discussed in the previous subsection is shown by a trajectory (c).
Feedback with the I-coils can sustain the plasma at  40% above no-wall limit, C 0.4, for >
100 ms. The range of C  0.4–0.5 is consistent with both MARS-F and VALEN predictions
for non-rotating plasma due to the present power supply time characteristics (which are based
on the measured power supply response)[9].
The open loop growth rates of various shots can be determined when rapid RWM growth
takes place at the highest beta limit near termination of a discharge and the feedback system
has exhausted the available current. At that moment, the plasma rotation is reduced to nearly
zero due to the strong viscous effect of an uncontrolled RWM and the observed growth rate
should correspond to that without any stabilization. The observed growth rates are in good
agreement with model predictions. The solid line is the growth rate calculated by VALEN
without feedback as shown in Fig. 7. The result suggests that the feedback system with I-coils
can suppress theRWM growth rate up to w > 10 with some plasma rotation.
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5. MARS Analysis

30
I-coil

Im(γτw* )

Re(γτw
*)

An MHD analysis code, MARS-F
C-coil
γτw
No Feedback
[10], using measured profiles has been
VALEN
20
prediction
demonstrated as a useful tool for examining
rotational as well as direct magnetic
feedback stabilization of the RWM. The
10
MARS code also includes the realistic
geometry of the vacuum vessel, the internal
0
feedback coils and feedback sensors. Based
0.0
1.0
Cβ
on the high C shot (114819: the trace of
FIG. 7.The open loop RWM growth rate after
(b1) in Fig. 6), a series of equilibria were
feedback coil current saturation.
prepared for the stability analysis (here we
report cases with C =0.4 and 0.8). The
3.0
sound wave damping model is used with the
Growth rate
damping strength parameter of  || = 0.5
without rotation
[18]. Since the MARS-F code predicts the
wall time constant to be 2.5 ms, in the
Experiment
following discussion we use this value as
87% of critical rotation
0.0
*w and the normalized growth rate *w is a
6.0
useful measure to be compared with
experiments and other code results. The
gain G* in MARS-F code is not normalized.
Ωexp.
5.1. The Critical Rotation Velocity
0.0
The growth time with rotation from
1.0
0
MARS-F is consistent with the experiment.
Ω/Ωcrit
Figure 8 shows the RWM complex growth
FIG. 8. MARS-F results: complex growth rate
rate for C = 0.4 and its sensitivity to the
versus plasma rotation.
plasma rotation with fixed normalized
rotation profile. The normalized growth rate *w without rotation  3.0 is consistent with
VALEN predictions for w with C  0.4 (Fig. 2). The experimental rotation is about 85%
of the critical rotation of  crit/A  2.5% at q = 2 surface. With the experimental rotation
value, the growth rate, Re ( *w )1.5, is similar to the growth rate that was observed with the
feedback turned-off during the experiment (Fig. 4). The imaginary part shows large
discrepancy between the observed near-zero rotation frequency and the value of Im ( w ) = 45 predicted by MARS-F. This could be due the effect of residual error field influencing the
onset near the marginally unstable condition. The growth rate *w is a steep function of
rotation when rot is near crit and with even a slight variation in plasma rotation, the RWM
mode growth time can either become stable or get closer to the value of growth time without
the rotation. Since a slight change of profiles can easily occur during the course of discharge,
the present apparent consistency should be considered as a qualitative guidance.
5.2. The Feedback Performance at C 0.4
The overall feedback process with plasma rotation has been modeled using the MARSF analysis. The MARS-F code [10] characterizes the plasma response with a rational transfer
function. It was found that a transfer function of two poles and one zero is adequate to
describe the plasma response. A pole with positive real part ( *w ) represents the unstable
RWM with no feedback and the zero with the negative real part ( *w ) is strongly influenced
by the sensor characteristics. Another pole with negative real part ( *w ) may be related to the
second stable eigenmode. The complete model incorporates the digital control systems’s
transfer function with proportional (Gp) and derivative (Gd) gain: [G p + Gd s d /(1+ s d )] ,
(1+ s p ) the digitization sampling time of 90 µs, and the measured characteristics of the
power supply expressed in terms of two poles [9]. Both time constants, p and d were set at
6
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400µs for most experiments. The dominant factor of the power supply is the delay time of
300 µs, primarily due to the 3.5 kHz switching frequency.
The predicted operational gain limits with the present hardware arrangement are limited
as shown by the feedback stability dependence on gain in Fig. 9. With an increase in gain, the
unstable plasma branch becomes less unstable and finally enters into the stable regime at
G =G1 . On the other hand, the stable RWM branch becomes less stable and finally becomes
unstable at G =G2 . (Also shown is a stable pole related to the time constant p of the control
algorithm.) The stable window is for gains such that G1 <G <G2 . The high gain limit G2 is
only 70% above the minimum stable gain G1 . The narrowness of the gain range is consistent
with experimental results, where the system is stable with the gain varying by a factor of 2-3.
5.3. Power Supply Characteristics for High C

Gain (un-normalized)

5.0
Further analysis of the stability of the
feedback system shows that stabilization of
the RWM requires the characteristic times
γτw plasma pole
of the control system to be short compared
to the mode growth time. In this model, the
power supply transfer function is repre0.0
sented by exp(–delays)/(1 + sband). Here s
is the Laplace transform variable; bandand
delay characterize the total system bandplasma pole
width and the total system delay time. FigStable
ure 10 summarizes the results for the
-5.0
Window
τp
stability analysis of the stable operation
window. The case chosen here is one near
0.04
0.0
G2
G1
the operational limit of #114819 with C =
gain
0.8 (a trajectory (b1) in Fig. 6) with 20%
FIG. 9. MARS-F results: stability of serval poles of
reduction of the plasma rotation from the
the feedback equation, with C = 0 .4.
experimental value to make the plasma
slightly more unstable. With these
parameter settings, the MARS-F predicts
600
µ s
growth
time.
The
0.04
lower limit of gain is due to the minimum
τ delay /τ RWM =0.1
gain required to bring the unstable RWM
into the stable regime [the G1* equivalent in
Fig. 9] and the higher gain limit is due to
Stable
the stable plasma pole going out into the
window
*
unstable regime [ G 2 equivalent in Fig. 9].
=0.2
The stability results show that power
=0.3
supply characteristic times must be a
fraction (0.2–0.4) of the RWM growth time
Cβ =0.8
0.0
and the bandwidth and the delay time have
0.0
0.5
to be balanced in a stringent manner. This
Normalized Bandwidth Time (τband/τRWM)
may not be unreasonable, if we consider
that feedback has to suppress the unstable
FIG. 10. MARS-F results: the stable gain window
mode within one growth time of when the
for conceptual power supply with C = 0.8. The gain
is unnormalized.
mode starts to grow.
The present power supply of 3.5 kHz
switching frequency causes a fixed 300 µs time delay and the digital plasma control system
(PCS) of 90 µs-sampling rate presets the maximum bandwidth. The MARS result shown in
Fig. 10 indicates that for C = 0.8 with 600 µs mode growth time, the present hardware
combination of the delay time [(300+90) µs/600 µs  0.7] and the bandwidth (90 µs/600 µs 
0.15) is not adequate for pursuing the RWM stabilization at high C. Currently upgrades to
the power supply with audio amplifiers and improvement to the PCS are in progress.
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6. Discussion

βn
I(kA)
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Application of RWM control feedback to
F.B on estimated no-wall limit
Feedback coil current amplitude
the advanced tokamak is our ultimate goal.
0.0
200
Figure 11 shows an example of near steady
Plasma
Feedback on
Rotation
state high N discharge with and without
(km/s)
0
RWM feedback. Without feedback, n=1 acn=1 30
tivity 20–30 G was excited at t=1550 ms
No
mode
Feedback
leading to the N collapse. With feedback, the amplitude
(gauss) 0
coil current amplitude of < 0.5 kA is suf1000
1500
2000
2500
ficient to reduce the n=1 activity until an
Time(ms)
neoclassical tearing mode was excited around
FIG. 11. Steady-state high N discharge with
2700 ms. The discharge was well over the
(blue) and without (red) RWM feedback.
estimated no-wall N limit and sustained for
more than 1 s.
Internal I-coil feedback has successfully demonstrated the achievement of C ~ 0.9 at low
rotation rot/A < 1%–2%, which is below the critical rotation crit estimated by MARS-F
using the experimental profiles. The sustainment of C 0.3–0.4 without plasma rotation over
many wall time up to the theoretical C limit supports the fundamental advantage for direct
magnetic feedback with internal I-coils, which was not observed with the previous use of the
external C-coils. The internal I-coils are also more effective and efficient than external Ccoils with less total coil current and with reduced amplitude of unnecessary non-resonant
field components.
Now various MHD codes have been used to assess the stabilization status. The VALEN,
NMA and MARS-F codes agree with the experimental observations such as the poloidal
structure optimization, the open loop growth rate, and the feedback performance without
plasma rotation. The MARS-F analysis of the feedback performance is also consistent with
experimental observations. MARS-F predicts the power supply must have a fast response
time, a fraction of the mode growth time. Feedback has sustained  N  4 advanced tokamak
regime over 1 s.
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